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Abstract: Many asset owners and maintainers have the ambition to better predict the future state
of their equipment to make timely and better-informed maintenance decisions. Although many
methods to support high-level maintenance policy selection are available, practitioners still often
follow a costly trial-and-error process in selecting the most suitable predictive maintenance method.
To address the lack of decision support in this process, this paper proposes a framework to support
asset owners in selecting the optimal predictive maintenance method for their situation. The selection
framework is developed using a design science process. After exploring common difficulties, a
set of solutions is proposed for these identified problems, including a classification of the various
maintenance methods, a guideline for defining the ambition level for the maintenance process, and a
classification of the available data types. These elements are then integrated into a framework that
assists practitioners in selecting the optimal maintenance approach. Finally, the proposed framework
is successfully tested and demonstrated using four industrial case studies. It can be concluded that the
proposed classifications of ambition levels, data types and types of predictive maintenance methods
clarify and accelerate the complex selection process considerably.

Keywords: decision support; prognostics; predictive maintenance; condition-based maintenance

1. Introduction

In the last decades, maintenance has evolved from merely reacting to failures via
preventive replacements at fixed intervals or based on visual inspections to automated
methods that continuously inform about the asset’s future state [1]. Many different mainte-
nance policies are available now, ranging from traditional corrective maintenance to more
advanced policies such as condition-based or predictive maintenance [2]. Moreover, many
methods and techniques for monitoring and inspecting assets, analysing data or predicting
remaining useful life have been developed [3]. Therefore, selecting the optimal approach
for maintaining a specific asset has become quite a challenge for the asset owner.

The first step in this process is the maintenance policy selection, i.e., determining
which maintenance policy is most suitable in a specific situation. This challenge has been
addressed by many authors in the past. Well-known strategies are available to support asset
owners in making decisions: reliability-centred maintenance (RCM) assists in selecting
the proper maintenance policy, total productive maintenance (TPM) stimulates to improve
the complete production process (including maintenance), and a more specific method
such as the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) can be used to select the most appropriate
policy (i.e., multi-criteria decision making). Moreover, Waeyenbergh and Pintelon [4] have
proposed a decision tree for selecting the most suitable maintenance policy regarding both
technical and economic implications. All of these concepts mainly advise either a reactive
or a proactive (or preventive) maintenance policy, and depending on the method, make
more detailed subdivisions in each branch (e.g., condition-based as a specific proactive
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policy). As modern systems are, in most cases, critical to operations, proactive maintenance
policies have become common practice.

The second step in selecting the most suitable approach is to determine how this policy
must be executed. If, for example, a preventive maintenance policy has been selected, how
can the optimal moment of replacement be determined? The methods and techniques
that support the execution of a specific policy typically estimate the mean time between
failures (MTBF), assess the system condition [5] or predict the remaining useful life (RUL).
Since real-time logging of various parameters, sensors and microprocessors is feasible
at present, this type of (big) data can assist in the execution of the selected maintenance
policy [6]. However, the number of available methods and techniques is enormous (see,
e.g., the recent review in [7]), while at the same time, limited support for this second-level
decision is available in the scientific literature. About a decade ago, a study by Grubic and
Redding [8] already showed that companies experience a gap between the potential and
realised benefits of advanced maintenance methods and techniques. This is confirmed by
more recent studies conducted by the authors [9,10], demonstrating that practitioners still
find it difficult to select and effectively apply these techniques in practice.

The third and final step is to make detailed decisions on the implementation of the
selected method. This concerns, for example, the selection of the sensors or the condition
monitoring technique [11] to be used, determining the critical parts in the system [12], or the
algorithm [13] and feature selection [14] in data-driven approaches. For all these detailed
decisions directly related to the selected method, despite some remaining challenges on
application in a real industrial setting (e.g., limited data) [15], quite some decision support
methods are already available in the literature.

It can therefore be concluded that mainly the selection of a suitable maintenance
method or technique (step 2) is not well-supported yet. These methods and techniques to
operationalise the policy are denoted as maintenance methods (MMs) in this paper. For a
reactive (corrective) policy, the operationalisation is rather trivial, as it just requires a repair
or replacement as soon as a failure occurs. However, for a preventive policy, this challenge
is acute, as an estimate or prediction of the component lifetime is required to properly set
the maintenance interval. The latter implies that many of the available methods can be
considered to be predictive maintenance methods. This work, therefore, focuses on selecting
the most suitable predictive maintenance approach, although strictly speaking, some of
the simpler methods would be denoted as (traditional) preventive MMs. Nevertheless, in
some situations, these might still be the best choice for companies that initially aimed for a
predictive maintenance approach.

The scientific contributions of this paper are primarily in the structuring and analysis
underlying the proposed decision support framework: (i) detailed analysis and classifica-
tion of the whole range of preventive and predictive maintenance approaches, assessing the
strengths/weaknesses and requirements/limitations; (ii) definition of the various ambition
levels in predictive maintenance and the available data types; (iii) linking the methods,
ambition levels and data types into the decision support framework. This structured analy-
sis provides valuable insights for researchers on how the large number of preventive and
predictive maintenance methods that have been published differ but also relate to each
other. This will enable them to develop new methods that can more easily be applied in
practice.

For the development of the proposed framework, a design science [16] approach was
followed, including three design stages: problem exploration, solution design and solution
evaluation. Section 2 discusses the problem exploration. A previously reported multiple case
study [9,10]—consisting of thirteen cases in various industries in the Netherlands—is used
to (i) identify the difficulties that companies experience in maintenance decision making
and (ii) the steps the academic literature describes to use methods and techniques for
maintenance decisions. The solution design is discussed in Section 3, where solutions are
proposed for the identified (sub-) problems. In Section 4, these elements are integrated into
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the proposed framework. In Section 5, the framework is evaluated by applying it to four
case studies. Finally, conclusions and general reflections are provided in Section 6.

2. Problem Exploration

As was discussed before, maintenance methods should support practitioners in main-
tenance decision making by providing information about the current and preferably also
the future (predicted) performance of assets. However, from the performed case study [10],
it appeared that practitioners experience several difficulties in the selection of a suitable
maintenance method to apply. In this section, the three main difficulties that affect this
selection and the application of the MM are introduced and discussed.

2.1. Problem 1—Difficulties in Identifying and Selecting Methods for Predictive Maintenance

Although many methods for maintenance policy selection are available in the literature,
such as multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) [17], the analytical hierarchy process
(AHP) [18], or reliability-centered maintenance (RCM) [19], methods to select the required
MMs are non-existent. Moreover, the separation between policy selection and MM selection
is not always completely clear. This is shown in Figure 1, providing an overview of the
most common maintenance policies. At the highest level (A), a division is made between
reactive, proactive and aggressive policies. The preventive maintenance branch is then
subdivided into various policies at levels B and C, where they start to interact with the
maintenance methods (e.g., condition monitoring and prognostic methods). The commonly
used policy selection methods, such as RCM, support the selection at level A and, in most
cases, also at level B. For the selection at level B, various methods are available in the
literature that, for example, compare condition-based to time-based maintenance [20] or
compare the performance of these methods in terms of life cycle costs [21]. However, the
detailed selection at level C, where a specific MM, i.e., a specific monitoring technique
or an algorithm to determine the expected failure time [22,23], must be selected, is not
supported by these methods. Moreover, the evaluation system for setting up predictive
maintenance programmes proposed by Carnero [24] and the process reference model for
predictive maintenance proposed by Wagner and Hellingrath [25] do mention the aspects
that need to be considered but lack specific guidance in making the decisions.
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Figure 1. Overview of maintenance policies. At level A the main policy category is selected, level
B (scheduled or dynamic) and level C (measured or calculated) distinguish the various preventive
policies.
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Therefore, available methods properly advise what to do but do not explain how to do it.
This is also reflected in the survey conducted by Grubic and Redding [8], demonstrating
about a decade ago that only 11–13 percent of UK-based manufacturers have adopted
prognostics and decision-support techniques. The authors also more recently found that
practitioners still often follow a costly trial-and-error process in developing more advanced
approaches caused by a lack of guidance in the use of available MMs [10]. It is important
that the selected combination of policy and MM suits the company’s expertise, current
situation and maintenance organisation. However, as research on this topic in the last
decade yielded a vast amount of methods, companies typically find it difficult to identify
the relevant methods and recognise the criteria to select one.

2.2. Problem 2—No Proper Fit between the Ambition Level and the Available Data

To manage their physical assets, practitioners traditionally use fixed maintenance
intervals prescribed by the original equipment manufacturers (OEM). As these intervals
are not company-specific and are mostly rather conservative, many practitioners feel the
need to adapt their intervals to their specific situation and have the ambition to transition
to a predictive maintenance approach. A first step would be to use past experiences and
historical data as input for stochastic or statistical techniques of failure prediction [26–28].
Although these traditional methods are widely used, they are limited in effectively predict-
ing the future reliability of individual systems, especially when the use of the system is
variable. When the company has the ambition to incorporate these variable operational
conditions in the maintenance approach, it is important that this requirement is defined
explicitly to ensure the selection of a suitable MM [29]. This is confirmed by Carnero’s
framework [24], which explicitly includes the company (maintenance) objectives, as well as
the predictive maintenance necessity, in the evaluation.

Moreover, such an ambition level sets requirements for the data to be used as input
for the analyses, as the data completeness and quality significantly affect the outcomes [30].
The input data these models rely on can be imprecise or incomplete, especially when actual
failure data are missing due to either bad registration or effective failure prevention. In the
case studies, it was observed that the less mature companies struggled with scattered data
(e.g., stored in multiple systems, local desktops), with data that are difficult to access (e.g.,
stored in legacy systems or in text format) or with incomplete data. Note that additionally,
the knowledge level of the people involved can be considered part of the data quality, as
experience and expert insight is often used in maintenance decision making. Carnero [24]
specifies both data quality and maintenance employee quality as important aspects of
predictive maintenance capacity.

The authors previously demonstrated [10] that the fit between data and the (strived-
for) type of analysis seems to be leading for the success of the selected MM. However,
this fit is not always checked properly beforehand, which often leads to the previously
mentioned trial-and-error processes.

2.3. Problem 3—Financial Justification for a Specific Maintenance Approach Is Not Clear

The final problem identified in the case study is the financial justification for the
implementation of the maintenance method. As problem 2 shows, there is not always the
right fit between the ambition level and the available data. To solve this, a company can
either reduce its ambition level or collect the right data. The latter is often associated
with substantial investment costs. Therefore, although it often seems to be difficult to
(financially) justify these investment costs, a positive business case is important for the
successful implementation of the selected maintenance method.

The benefit of MMs to asset performance can often (primarily) be found in reducing
the number of unplanned failures while not conducting too many repairs or replacements.
When, for example, a health monitoring system detects an anomaly, it will create a prog-
nostic identification and estimate the remaining useful life (RUL), allowing the user to take
preventive action before the system fails [31]. Such a maintenance technique creates timely
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knowledge about failures and improves flexibility in managing the asset. The challenge is
to express this benefit in financial terms, to enable a comparison to the required investment
costs, or to find another (non-financial) way to weigh costs and benefits. It was observed
that many companies do not make such an assessment before starting the development of
an advanced maintenance approach.

3. Design of the Framework Elements

To overcome the problems identified above, this section introduces a number of
elements that provide solutions to these problems. These elements are integrated into the
final framework, as is proposed in Section 4, to help practitioners select the appropriate
maintenance approach.

3.1. Element 1: Classification of the Available Predictive Maintenance Approaches

To be able to select a predictive maintenance approach, the various combinations of
maintenance policies and MMs that are described in the literature have to be distinguished
and classified first (problem 1). However, among reviewers within the diagnosis and
prognostics field, little consensus exists as to which classification of methods is most
appropriate [22]. In this paper, therefore, a broad classification is adopted to encompass
the various views in this field and, at the same time, to be compatible with the different
ambition levels (as will be presented later in the description of element 2). Thus note that
the proposed classification is not claimed to be the best or only right structuring of the vast
number of concepts and methods in this field, but merely the classification that fits the
purpose of this paper best.

Further note that all maintenance methods that are included here are considered
predictive maintenance methods. Strictly speaking, that might not be correct, although a
generally accepted definition of predictive maintenance does not exist. However, to be able
to optimise any preventive maintenance policy, an estimate or prediction of the time to
failure is required. The methods considered here all provide such a prediction, albeit with
different levels of accuracy. An expert giving an estimate of a component’s lifetime based
on many years of operational experience might not be considered to be part of predictive
maintenance, but is in this work still included as a source of life ‘prediction’. The case study
demonstrated that this (least advanced) category is still the most used type of maintenance
method in practice.

In the proposed categorisation, the model proposed by Coble and Hines [32], which
has already been extended by Dibsdale [33] with an additional category (V-model-based),
is adopted. This model has been further extended [10] with the experience-based approach
by differentiating between methods that employ historical records (data) and those that
only employ expert knowledge and the experience of people who use and maintain the
equipment [19]. The framework is thus proposed to contain five types of predictive
maintenance approaches:

I. Experience-based predictions of failure times are based on knowledge and previ-
ous experience outside (e.g., OEM) or within the company. Sometimes they are
supported by limited or scattered data. Predictions are based on expert judgement
(e.g., facilitated by failure mode, effect and criticality analysis (FMECA) techniques).
These methods estimate the life of an average component operating under historically
average conditions.

II. Reliability Statistics prediction techniques are based on historical (failure) records of
comparable equipment without considering component-specific (usage) differences.
This approach accurately describes population-wide failure probabilities. Examples
are the reliability engineering or survival analysis [28] approaches and the analyses
using fault trees, Markov chains or other stochastic processes [26,27]. These methods
also estimate the life of an average component operating under historically average
conditions.
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III. Stressor-based predictions are based on historical records supplemented with stres-
sor data, e.g., temperature, humidity or speed, to include environmental and oper-
ational variabilities and give results in terms of the expected lifetime of an average
system in a specific environment. Examples of this type of method are the hazard
or failure rate models from reliability handbooks that contain multiplication factors
for certain covariates or stressors. Predictions are typically based on collected data
from build-in tests or operating history under different conditions, but the effect of
stressors can also be derived from expert knowledge or (simple) physical models [23].

IV. Degradation-based predictions are based on the extrapolation of a general path of a
degradation measure to a predetermined failure threshold. By measuring symptoms
of incipient failure, e.g., rises in temperature or vibration, the system can be diagnosed.
The prognosis is inferred from sensor readings, i.e., is always based on measurements,
e.g., from a condition monitoring or structural health monitoring system. The predic-
tion starts from the current state of degradation and results in an expected remaining
lifetime of a specific (individual) system in a specific environment.

V. Model-based predictions give the expected remaining lifetime of a specific (individ-
ual) system under specified conditions. Two types of model-based approaches can be
followed:

A. Physical model-based: The prognostic parameter is calculated using a physical
model of the degradation mechanism based on direct sensing of the loads or
usage that govern the critical failure mechanisms of individual components.

B. Data model-based: The prognostic parameter is calculated or inferred using data
analytics that uses sensed variations in loads, usage data, process data or
condition/health monitoring data as input. The algorithms aim to derive
patterns or relations in the data or try to detect anomalies by comparing them
to historical data.

These five approaches all combine specific maintenance policies with certain methods
and techniques. To clarify the link between policies and the proposed methods, Figure 2
schematically shows their relations. Note that in a bottom-up reasoning approach, a
certain predictive maintenance method can only be combined with one specific policy: e.g.,
following the model-based method (V) automatically means that a condition-based policy is
adopted. However, the other way around, selecting a condition-based maintenance policy
(e.g., using some policy selection method) still leaves several options for the complete
maintenance approach (III, IV and V). The present paper especially focuses on this final
step.
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An important aspect in differentiating the various approaches is how precisely the
lifetime of a system can be predicted. The lower maturity methods of experience-based (I)
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and reliability statistics (II) cannot predict the lifetime of an individual system or take into
account a specific operating condition; they only provide fleetwide and long-time averages,
e.g., an MTBF value. This branch is therefore referred to as ‘fleetwide’ in Figure 2. It could
be argued whether these methods are true predictive maintenance methods, as they do not
allow for failure predictions for individual systems. The more advanced approaches, III,
IV and V, are based on condition-based policies, which differentiate between individual
systems or operating contexts. However, a model-based approach (V) can also predict the
lifetime for not previously encountered situations, while the degradation-based approach
(IV) can only rely on extrapolating the current trend.

3.2. Element 2A: Definition of the Ambition Level

The second identified problem was the commonly observed mismatch between the
ambition level of the company and the initially available data and knowledge. Therefore,
both a definition of the ambition levels (this subsection) and the data types (as defined
as element 2B in the next subsection) are required. The ambition level is defined as the
level of detail that is required in the maintenance decision making process. Therefore, it is
important to consider the four aspects set out below:

1. Is it required to predict the lifetime of individual assets?

- If not, only a generic prediction can be made for a fleet or group of assets;
- If individual predictions are required, also monitoring of individual assets is

required.

2. Should variations in the usage of the assets be included?

- If not included, maintenance will be based on calendar time;
- Typical variations to be included are operating hours, driven kilometres, start/stops;
- If variations are to be included, they must be monitored or registered during

operation.

3. Should variations in environmental conditions be included?

- If not included, maintenance will be based on average conditions;
- Operation at other conditions may yield accelerated degradation;
- If variations are to be included, they must be monitored or registered during

operation.

4. Do future conditions differ from current or historical conditions?

- If there is no difference, an extrapolation of a general trend can be made;
- Otherwise, these variabilities have to be included in the prediction using a model.

Based on these four aspects, five different ambition levels (AL) can be defined, as
shown in Table 1. The decision scheme in Figure 3 then provides a guideline for selecting
the appropriate ambition level.
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Table 1. Definition of different ambition levels.

Type Level of Detail in Maintenance Decision Making

AL 1 Insight into future behaviour of the asset or fleet, considering static conditions

AL 2 Insight into future behaviour of the asset or fleet, considering differences in usage

AL 3 Insight into future behaviour of the asset or fleet, considering differences in usage
and environmental conditions

AL 4 Insight into real-time deterioration of the individual asset and extrapolation to the
future under constant conditions

AL 5 Insight into real-time deterioration of the individual asset and extrapolation to the
future under largely varying conditions

3.3. Element 2B: Definition of the Data Types

The next step, which also follows from problem 2 (gap between ambition level and
initially available data), is defining the various data types used in maintenance. Table 2
shows four types of data that are required for the five maintenance approaches as defined
in Section 3.1.

Table 2. Description of data types.

Type of Data Description

Historical data

These data can be gathered from technical knowledge, inspections and
historical records of failures or costs. Low-quality historical data only
contain the main parameters (e.g., time to failure). High-quality historical
data also include information on historical usage, loads (including
environmental stressors) or condition/health per group of systems
(fraction of fleet, i.e., a specific unit or type). Historical data are collected by
manual registration, e.g., logbooks or databases, instead of detailed
monitoring.

Usage monitoring

The process of acquiring operational data, e.g., operating hours, mileage, or
tons produced and/or process control data (e.g., supervisory control and
data acquisition: SCADA). This preferably includes environmental data,
e.g., measurements of temperature and moisture.

Load monitoring The process of acquiring loading data, e.g., temperature, vibration,
humidity, strain or electrical current [34].

Health or condition
monitoring

The process of acquiring signs of degradation or imminent failure, e.g.,
vibrations, acoustics, temperatures, wear depths or data from oil analyses
(all denoted condition monitoring) or data extracted from the measured
(dynamic) system response to identify the presence and magnitude of
damage in a system, denoted as structural health monitoring.

3.4. Element 2C: Mapping Data Inputs and Ambition Levels to the Five Maintenance Approaches

The final step in solving problem 2 is to map the various ambition levels to the required
data types and link them to the predictive maintenance methods. This will reveal whether
the chosen ambition level matches the available data. Selecting the appropriate predictive
maintenance method is then proposed as a trade-off between the available input and the
ambition level: the ambition level prescribes the methods that should be applied, while the
available data limit what is applicable.

Figure 4 shows the relation between the ambition levels, the available predictive
maintenance methods, and the required data types. The figure shows that with some
maintenance methods, several types of ambition levels can be achieved (i.e., reliability
statistics for AL 1 and AL 2). At the same time, the figure shows which data are required for
each method. For example, required inputs for ‘method V-A’ are usage or load monitoring
data (2 or 3) and condition- or health-monitoring data (4). Only when these high-level data
sources are available an AL 4 or 5 prognosis is feasible. Note that the differences between
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‘V-A’ and ‘V-B’ are the data requirements: a data model requires high-quality historical
data to train the algorithm. If these data are not available, the only other option is to use a
physical model.
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Thus, the figure shows that there is no one-to-one relationship between the ambition
levels and MMs. Reasoning from either the available data perspective or from the ambition
level perspective (in most cases), several MMs are feasible. However, the combination of
available data and the ambition level gives unambiguous and unique advice: the preferable
MM.

3.5. Element 3: Business Case

The third identified problem is that it is difficult for the company to prove the added
value of the implemented maintenance approach. However, it is well-established that
developing a business case is key to project success [35]. Moreover, almost 30% of indus-
trial equipment condition-based maintenance (CBM) does not provide any benefits [1].
Therefore, it is important to evaluate the investment in CBM in a structured way before the
MM is actually selected.

For methods that are familiar to the company or proven within the field, a clear
business case can often be defined, as reliable estimates of the costs and benefits can be
made. However, when more innovative methods are developed, estimating the costs and
benefits is difficult. Such a case often requires the costly collection of extra data for which
sensors have to be acquired and installed. Moreover, the time before achieving the benefits
is longer, and therefore the benefits are more uncertain.

In another work [36], the authors developed a hybrid method to construct the business
case for condition-based maintenance. This method demonstrates that a justification should
be composed of both a non-financial and a financial analysis. In the case of innovative
techniques, with their highly uncertain costs and benefits, a business case should be
composed of non-financial elements. When the costs and benefits can be reliably estimated,
a financial evaluation should be added to this business case. In the present paper, this
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existing method is adopted, and developing or enhancing the business case is outside the
scope of this paper.

4. Framework for the Maintenance Method Selection

To offer decision support for practitioners, a predictive maintenance method selection
framework is proposed in this section. This framework is constructed from the five elements
that have been previously presented in Section 3. The proposed framework is shown in
Figure 5 as a decision diagram. The choice for a specific maintenance method can be made
via two starting points: (i) decision pull, based on the wish to achieve a certain ambition
level (element 2A), or (ii) technology push, based on available and (possibly) useful data
(element 2B).
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Figure 5. Proposed preventive maintenance approach selection framework.

Ideally, the selection starts via the decision pull starting point. This gives the company
the opportunity to select the optimal maintenance technique (i.e., a selection that is not
directly limited by the available data). After the ambition level has been determined, the
company checks whether there is a match with the available data, as follows from element
2B. When there is a match between the available data and the ambition level, the framework
directly indicates the associated maintenance method, based on Figure 4 (element 2C). The
only thing remaining then is that a business case should be made (element 3). When a
positive business case can be made, the selected approach can be conducted.

However, in practice, there is quite often a mismatch between the ambition level and
the available data. The framework then guides the user to a feasible combination. When
the required data for the selected ambition level are not available, the first check is whether
it is possible to start collecting these data. If so, the business case for the scenario associated
with this ambition level should be checked to verify whether collecting this additional data
(and the associated costs) is worth the effort. If not, the availability of other data is checked,
starting from the lowest level (at the top of the diagram). Typically, other data appear to be
available, but this mostly implies that the ambition level should be lowered.
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When starting from the technology push point, the available data lead to the choice of
the maintenance approach. Therefore, the first step after receiving advice for the associated
maintenance approach is to examine the business case. If this check is negative, it should
again be evaluated whether improvements can be made with a lower or different type of
data. In that case, the associated ambition level will also be lower again.

Note that starting from a technology push, led by the available data, is a common
approach in many companies. However, it is somewhat dangerous since the definition
of the ambition level is neglected. This could lead to a positive business case for the
selected data type and maintenance approach, but the company could discover at some
stage that this approach does not perform as expected. Explicitly defining the ambition
level beforehand and incorporating that in the selection process, as is performed in the
framework, could prevent such a situation.

5. Evaluation of the Proposed Framework

To test and demonstrate the proposed predictive maintenance approach selection
framework, four case studies were conducted. In these case studies, the logic proposed in
Figure 5 was applied to the cases. Thus, the output of the case studies is the selection of the
most suitable MM for that case. After introducing the case study method, each of the four
cases is discussed.

5.1. Case Study Method

To be able to test all elements in the proposed framework, a specific case selection
was applied based on the four criteria set out below. Such a structured approach to
sampling is important in case study research [37]. The case study focussed on the typical
industries where MMs are applied (aerospace, defence, marine, electronics, power, oil and
gas, and energy [8]). Secondly, systems or assets were selected where MMs are applied
most frequently. These have an average life cycle of more than ten years, are mechanical or
electromechanical, highly complex or installed in large series [8]. Thirdly, both systems used
in a static environment (i.e., nuclear reactor) and moving assets (i.e., vessel) were included.
One of the challenges presented by these moving assets is that the maintenance needs of
these assets can vary dramatically when operated under highly variable environmental
conditions [34]. Finally, one case with a technology push starting point and three cases
with a decision pull starting point was selected to illustrate both routes.

Several measures were taken to ensure the reliability and validity of the data since that
is the main concern of a case study [38]. To guarantee construct validity, multiple informants
were interviewed (such as maintenance engineers and managers), multiple documents
were studied, and when needed, informants were asked to provide additional information
in follow-ups. These interviews were recorded, and the transcripts were analysed. The
analysed patterns in the case study were matched with the expected dependent variables:
type of data available, prognostic ambition level and the selected MM, to ensure internal
validity. Finally, the reliability of the case study was ensured by using a semi-structured
case study protocol during the interviews.

5.2. Case 1: Electrical Components of a Naval Vessel

Case description: This department maintains all electronic equipment aboard naval
vessels. Due to the large differences between naval vessels, many one-of-a-kind systems
are installed. Collecting accurate and representative failure data is, therefore, difficult. As
the systems are critical for the operational effectiveness of the vessels, the maintainer aims
to prevent unplanned downtime. Traditionally, maintenance plans are based on advice
given by the OEM.

Challenge: The department recently executed a trial-and-error process in selecting the
optimal maintenance method for their situation. In the (recent) past, the department relied
on reliability statistics methods. These analyses, however, provided inaccurate results due
to incomplete data, unreliable input and poorly filled recording systems. The department,
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therefore, decided to fall back on using expert knowledge for making maintenance decisions.
Since the department conducts maintenance for a large number of different systems, it is
too difficult and time-consuming to develop more accurate physical or data models. Using
the proposed framework, the analysis in Table 3 demonstrates that this trial-and-error
process could have been accelerated considerably.

Table 3. Application of the decision framework to case 1.

Step in Framework Result and Explanation

Starting point Decision pull—ambition to optimise maintenance intervals

Ambition level

- Assets used in highly variable situations
- Include environmental and operational variabilities (e.g.,

temperature, saline conditions)
- Average degradation level of components can be

estimated based on usage and environmental conditions
(thus: no individual monitoring)

→Ambition level 3

Types of data available

- Expert knowledge
- Low-quality historical data:

# Amount of failure data limited (low failure
frequency, small number of systems)

# Incomplete data, unreliable input and poorly
filled recording systems

Match ambition level—data? No—AL3 also requires data on the operational environment
(stressors)

Can these data be collected? Possible—Install sensors or collect more environmental data
by hand

Positive business case? No—Too costly and time-consuming due to variety of
equipment types

Improve with a lower AL? Yes—Experience-based techniques will also improve the
current maintenance plans

Other data available? Yes—Expert knowledge is available

Positive business case?
Yes—No major investments required (knowledge is available,
organising FMECA studies for critical equipment is expected
to improve maintenance)

MM selection

Advice: Apply an experience-based maintenance method.
This method will not satisfy original ambition level, but with
available data and expertise, it is expected to contribute to the
maintenance program.

Conclusion: This structured way of comparing the ambition (decision pull, AL3) with
the data availability, i.e., expert knowledge and low-quality historical data, reveals a clear
mismatch. The framework explains why the attempt to use reliability statistics has failed:
no sufficient high-quality historical data are available. Subsequently, the framework guides
the user to alternative approaches. Firstly, it is checked whether the data required for the
ambitioned type of approach can be collected. This appeared to be infeasible (no positive
business case) at the moment. A suggested reduction in the ambition level to AL1, based
on only expert knowledge, appeared to make the experience-based type of maintenance
approach feasible. This is also the approach that is currently successfully applied. The trial-
and-error process the company went through could thus have been accelerated considerably
by using the proposed framework.
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5.3. Case 2: Nuclear Reactor

Case description: This department conducts maintenance on the equipment of a nuclear
facility. Due to the strict regulations within this sector, detailed analyses are conducted
for critical equipment. Moreover, a high level of redundancy is present to guarantee
safety in case of equipment or process failures. Due to the high amount of redundancy,
little similar equipment is available. This reduces the applicability of reliability statistics
approaches. A high level of knowledge and historical data on the usage and loading of the
reactor is available. In process logs, every activity in the reactor is logged. However, since
modifications on the reactor have taken place over the years, not all data are equally useful
for maintenance analyses.

Challenge: The company wants to check whether the present predictive maintenance
approach is appropriate. Table 4 shows the analysis using the prosed framework.

Table 4. Application of the decision framework to case 2.

Step in Framework Result and Explanation

Starting point Decision Pull—Ambition to understand deterioration of
reactor core (also required by safety regulations)

Ambition level

- Monitor individual system
- Include changes in future usage of reactor (e.g., different

end products)

→Ambition level 5

Types of data available

- Expert knowledge
- High-quality historical data
- Loading data and usage data
- Condition and health data

Match ambition level—data? Yes—AL 5 requires data on the usage or loads and data on the
condition or health, which are available

Positive business case?
Yes—Possible impacts on safety create enough urgency for a
maintenance approach giving insight into future conditions of
the reactor

MM selection
Advise: Apply a model-based approach by using a physical
model
This approach satisfies the originally set ambition level

Conclusion: For this nuclear reactor case, there is a clear match between the ambition
level and the data available. The framework correctly advises a model-based approach,
which is also the approach currently followed by the company.

5.4. Case 3: Engine Condition Trend Monitoring for a Military Transport Aircraft

Case description: This department maintains military transport aircraft. For the engines,
a fixed-interval preventive maintenance policy has been applied successfully in the past.
Recently the engine condition trend monitoring (ECTM) technique has become available.
ECTM is the process of using measured characteristics (i.e., compressor speeds, inter-
turbine temperature and fuel flow) during specified flight conditions (i.e., altitude, airspeed,
outside air temperatures) and comparing these to predicted values to provide confirmation
of engine gas path efficiency and predict maintenance needs based on these data [39].

Challenge: To reduce maintenance costs, the department is investigating whether
it is both economically and technically feasible to apply a condition-based maintenance
approach using ECTM. Table 5 shows the analysis for this case using the prosed framework.
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Table 5. Application of the decision framework to case 3.

Step in Framework Result and Explanation

Starting point Decision Pull—aim to reduce maintenance costs by applying
CBM

Types of data available

- Expert knowledge is widely available within the
department

- Usage and load data (sensors on aircraft measure altitude,
airspeed, outside air temperatures and inter-turbine
temperature)

Ambition level

- Monitoring of individual engines
- Operated in varying environmental conditions
- Future conditions assumed to be similar (might be different,

not included yet)

→Ambition level 4

Match ambition level—data?
Yes—AL 4 requires condition monitoring data (available)Data
required for physical model-based approach (AL5) are also
available

Positive business case?
Yes—Financial justification conducted [36]: total lifecycle costs of
ECTM lower than corrective or fixed-interval preventive
maintenance

MM selection
Advice: Apply a degradation-based maintenance method
Organisation will further develop ECTM, set ambition level is
satisfied

Conclusion: For this aviation case, there is a match between the ambition level and
the data available through the new technology (ECTM). The framework confirms that this
degradation-based maintenance approach is the appropriate approach for this company.

5.5. Case 4: Predicting Rolling Stock Maintenance

Case description: This department conducts maintenance for rolling stock. Within
their trains, many pre-installed sensors are available that provide data on parameters such
as temperature and vibration. A large amount of expert knowledge is available within
the department. This knowledge is used for the current experience-based maintenance
program.

Challenge: The department is trying to use the available data to optimise its preventive
maintenance and reduce system downtime and prevent safety incidents. Table 6 shows the
analysis using the prosed framework.

Conclusion: Applying the framework from a technology push (a large amount of data
available) perspective for this rolling stock case confirms that the available data allow for
the increased ambition of the company. The company is now working on implementing this
approach. Note that in this case, the company identified its ambition level and discovered
that the approach selected from a technology-push perspective matched this ambition
level. However, also other technology-push-oriented cases (not treated in detail here)were
observed in this study, in which the company did not explicitly identify its ambition level,
and by trial-and-error, discovered that the adopted approach did not yield the information
at the (implicitly expected) ambition level.
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Table 6. Application of the decision framework to case 4.

Step in Framework Result and Explanation

Starting point Technology Push—ambition to use available data to enable
prognostics

Ambition level

- Detection of anomalies and prediction of future
behaviour per individual train

- Take into account actual usage
- Future conditions similar to current/historical

conditions

→Ambition level 4

Types of data available

- Expert knowledge
- High-quality historical data (inspection, costing and

failure data)
- Usage data of trains
- Condition monitoring data

Match ambition level—data? Yes—AL4 requires condition monitoring data (available) and
high-quality historical data (available)

Positive business case?
Yes—Only minor investments required to check usability of
data, high potential gain (expected extension of many
maintenance intervals, reduced costs)

MM selection Advice: Apply a degradation-based maintenance approach.
This will satisfy the set ambition level

6. Conclusions

Although this is not recognised in large part of the academic literature, practitioners
still experience difficulties in the selection and application of predictive maintenance
approaches. This is especially true for selecting the more advanced approaches associated
with condition-based maintenance policies. To aid practitioners in the selection of the
appropriate predictive maintenance approach for their situation, a selection framework
was proposed, which addresses the three main problems identified:

• Difficulty in distinguishing between the available maintenance methods;
• Mismatch between the ambition level and the required data;
• Difficulty in showing the added value of a certain maintenance approach.

Subsequently, five elements were developed that solve these three problems: (i) the
various predictive maintenance approaches have been classified into five types, ranging
from the traditional experience-based approach to an advanced model-based approach;
(ii) five ambition levels were defined that specify the required performance of the mainte-
nance approach; (iii) the various types of data for predictive maintenance were classified;
(iv) the ambition levels and data types were mapped onto the maintenance methods; (v) a
previously presented business case method for maintenance applications was discussed.
The integration of these five elements provided a framework that uses the identified depen-
dencies and ambition levels to steer the selection of the appropriate predictive maintenance
approach.

Finally, four case studies have been used to test and demonstrate the proposed frame-
work. The case studies demonstrated that the proposed selection framework helps to select
the correct ambition level and the maintenance approach to achieve that. Furthermore, the
framework provides insight into the required data. Thus, the proposed framework can help
practitioners reduce the costly trial-and-error process in applying a predictive maintenance
approach, while the individual elements developed can assist researchers in the field to
better position new methods.
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